Your basic guide to DAN-SA

Diving Safety Partners

THE DAN -SA DIVING SAFET Y PARTNER ( DPS ) PROGR AMME RECOGNISES THOSE
WITHIN THE DIVING INDUSTRY WHO HAVE MADE A COMMITMENT TO PROMOTE
DIVING SAFET Y BY ACHIE VING A HIGH DEGREE OF EMERGENC Y PREPAREDNESS
FOR THE DIREC T BENEFIT TO TR AVELLING DIVERS THE WORLD OVER. THESE
RESORTS, LIVE-ABOARDS AND CHARTER SERVICES SHOULD BE APPL AUDED
FOR THEIR EFFORTS ON BEHALF OF THE DIVING PUBLIC AND THIS QUICK
AND EA SY GUIDE WILL SHOW HOW PARTICIPATING RECREATIONAL SCUBA
DIVE RESORTS, CHARTER BOATS AND LIVE-ABOARD VESSEL OPER ATORS C AN
BECOME DAN -SA DSPS.

Why DAN-SA
Diving Safety Partners?
The DSP programme consists of three levels, with an associated Hazard
Identification and Risk Assessment (HIRA) component.
The programme is designed for professionals in the recreational diving
industry who work hard to be safe and responsible dive operators. From
the very beginning, DAN has included within its mission “to work to prevent
diving injuries and to promote diving safety”. However, DAN cannot achieve
this objective single-handedly and it requires a partnership with the
professionals in the field.
The DAN-SA DSP programme and its associated HIRA component recognise
ideal behaviour and activity and encourage all dive operations to become
properly prepared to prevent and manage diving emergencies. This is done
by making sure the operations meet already-established safety guidelines.
As a DAN-SA DSP, your business will be identified as being properly
equipped and staffed to respond to and manage diving-related medical
emergencies. Your operation will be expected to maintain your status as a
DAN-SA DSP on an on-going basis. As long as you meet these requirements,
DAN-SA will recognise your operation for its commitment to safety. DAN-SA
can even offer advice and information to help your operation achieve and
maintain this level of preparedness.
Becoming a DAN-SA DSP is not difficult. What is required is a thorough
review with documentation of all the safety and service components that
set your operation apart in terms of diving safety. In many respects, the
DAN-SA DSP programme simply rewards diving businesses when they put in
the necessary effort to do what the diving customers expect of them. The
rewards are great, including assistance in building the kind of reputation
that counts most to recreational divers – a safe diving operation!
Your first step is to read this guide carefully. If you are a DAN-SA Industry
Partner, it will not cost you a cent. Non-DAN-SA Industry Partners pay a
once-only administrative fee of R350.
If you have further questions about the programme, contact DAN-SA
at 0860 242 242 (toll free from in South Africa) or +27 11 266 4900
(internationally).

Who is eligible
to participate?
Initially, the DAN-SA DSP programme was limited to recreational dive
resorts, charter boats and live-aboard operations. As the programme
developed, DAN-SA has decided to include recognition for retailers
and training centres which form part of the recreational scuba diving
community.
Below are the definitions of a recreational dive resort, charter boat
operation, live-aboard vessel operation and a retail and training centre for
purposes of this DSP programme.

TYPE OF BUSINESS

DEFINITION
(A business that regularly engages in and
promotes itself as providing the following services
to recreational divers)

Recreational dive resort

Accommodations and other hospitality services
proximate to recreational dive sites

Recreational dive charter
boat operation

On-water transportation to and from dive sites via
a licensed, commercial vessel(s), including a hired
crew as part of its regular service

Recreational dive liveaboard vessel operation

On-water transportation to and from dive sites
via a licensed, commercial vessel(s) designed for
overnight accommodations, including a hired crew
as part of its regular service

Retail and training centre

Services associated with the sale of scuba
equipment and training, including other hospitality
services proximate to recreational diving

DAN-SA Diving Safety Partners programme
eligibility requirements

Applicants must be able to attest that they currently meet and will
maintain a high degree of preparedness to be eligible for participation. For
details see the section on the DAN-SA Diving Safety Partner participation
application form.

Staff emergency preparedness

This implies that all of the diving staff have the necessary training. The
DSP applicant has an Emergency Assistance Plan (EAP) and a Diving Injury
and Lost Diver Prevention Plan in place and all staff have signed to an
agreement that they are familiar with both.

Diver emergency preparedness

This implies that safe diving practices have been followed and divers are
advised to perform safety stops as part of their briefing. Divers are also
informed of the lost diver procedures and diver recall procedures.

Proper emergency safety equipment

This implies that the DSP applicant has readily-available, appropriate
emergency medical oxygen units on every dive boat and first aid kits for
emergency medical assistance.

What if my operation cannot meet the DAN-SA
programme requirements?

As noted, one of the programme goals is to encourage all dive operations
to be able to prevent accidents and to provide adequate care for injured
divers. If your operation does not meet these criteria, DAN-SA can offer
assistance to help you achieve DAN-SA DSP recognition.
In addition, DAN-SA will help provide initial training to dive operations that
request it to help them meet the requirements. Complimentary advice is
readily available and hands-on assistance with training, emergency plan
preparation, etc. is available at cost to recreational dive resorts, charter
boats, live-aboard vessel operations and retail dive shops on a staffavailability basis. For information, contact DAN-SA at 0860 242 242 (toll
free in South Africa) or +27 11 266 4900 (internationally).

The benefits of the DAN-SA DAN-SA Diving Safety Partner
Diving Safety Partners
quality assurance
programmes
Visibility and recognition within the recreational
diving community

The DAN-SA DSP programme will be promoted within the DAN newsletter,
at dive trade shows and to DAN members, Industry Partners and instructors.

Inclusion in the DAN-SA Diving Safety Partner
participant directory

DAN-SA will distribute this listing via the DAN-SA website (www.dansa.org)
and electronic newsletters.

The right to include the DAN-SA Diving Safety Partner
programme symbol in your promotional material and
advertising
You can leverage DAN-SA’s aggressive promotion of DAN-SA DSP to build
the visibility and patronage of your business. The DAN-SA DSP programme
symbol shows divers that you care about safety!

The special benefits of DAN-SA Industry Partners

As a DAN-SA Industry Partner who is also a DAN-SA DSP, you will receive
added promotion of your business.
The DAN-SA DSP programme participants will be recognised as such in their
DAN-SA Industry Partner listing in each issue of the DAN-SA newsletter
and on DAN-SA’s website (www.dansa.org). In addition, your business will
be mentioned by name in media advertising. You will also receive all the
regular DAN-SA Industry Partner benefits. Again, as a DAN-SA Industry
Partner, the R350 DSP administrative fee is waived!
If you are not a DAN-SA Industry Partner yet, why not join now? Ask us how
at +27 11 266 4900.

To protect the prestige and credibility of this programme, DAN-SA relies
on the integrity of the participating DSP to ensure that the documentation
they provide reflects the actual status of their facilities. All relevant
documentation (for example confirmation of first aid training, copies of
EAPs and verification of safety equipment and their placement) should
be available upon request. By becoming a DAN-SA DSP, participating dive
operations also agree to impromptu visits by DAN-SA staff to verify the
authenticity of their records. DAN-SA also agrees to follow up on any
complaints or reports of non-compliance by dive operations through a
quality assurance programme.

Decals for display are available with the current year, so they expire unless
renewed or if the applicant no longer meets the criteria of the programme.
The primary objective of the DSP programme is to promote diving safety
and to recognise dive operators who agree to conform to the safety and
quality standards of the programme. However, dive operators should realise
that they may face a risk of liability if they promote their businesses as
a DAN-SA DSP and are found to be unprepared in the case of an actual
emergency. The onus, therefore, remains with the applicant to meet the
requirements of the programme. In short, there are incentives to play by
the rules above.

The three levels of the
Diving Safety Partner
programme
The DSP programme’s division into three levels is based on the size and
nature of the dive operation, each level providing recognition of the
participants as a DAN-SA DSP.

How to become a DAN-SA
Diving Safety Partner
It is easy to become a DAN-SA DSP participant, once you are prepared. Many
operations already have all the equipment and training to qualify for DANSA DSP participation. To apply you can follow these steps for filling in the
application forms:
– Complete the Participation Application Form and the Diving Safety
Partner Participation Agreement and then submit it to DAN-SA, with
the R350 administrative fee (this fee is waived for DAN-SA Industry
Partners). Keep a copy for your records and send the original to DAN-SA.
– Send a copy of your EAP and Diving Injury and Lost Diver Prevention
Plan using DAN-SA’s guidelines in the back of this guide book.
– The following therefore needs to be send to DAN-SA (keep a copy of all
paperwork for your records):
•
Participation Application Form
•
Diving Safety Partner Participation Agreement (with the R350
administrative fee, if applicable)
•
EAP
•
Diving Injury and Lost Diver Prevention Plan
– You can send the required paperwork via:
•
Post to DAN Diving Safety Partners, Private Bag X197, Halfway
House, South Africa 1685
•
Email to mail@dansa.org
•
Fax to +27 312 0054
You can also choose to complete the online application on the DAN-SA
website.

“

The administration fee is waived for
DAN-SA Industry Patners.

DSP Silver
(HIRA Level 1)
DSP Gold
(HIRA Level 2)
DSP Platinum
(HIRA Level 3)

DAN-SA Silver Diving Safety Partner

To become a DAN-SA Silver DSP, your dive operation must:
– Demonstrate staff emergency preparedness
– Equipment preparedness
– Procedure preparedness
The service provider should be able to effectively deal with emergencies
that occur. The service provider should typically be able to:
– Provide life support and basic first aid
– Administer oxygen and have sufficient oxygen supplies
– Conduct a neurological examination of an injured person
– Contact emergency service providers (including DAN-SA)
– Respond to diving and non-diving medical emergencies
– Activate and/or initiate a practical EAP (for lost divers, diving
emergencies and non-diving emergencies) for which written copies
should be on file.

Appropriate oxygen, first aid and emergency equipment should be available
and staff members of the facility should have the following qualifications
(DAN-SA or equivalent):
– Oxygen First Aid for Scuba Diving Injuries
– Basic Life Support
– First Aid or First Aid for Hazardous Marine Life Injuries (if these injuries
can be caused in the region the provider operates in)
– On-Site Neurological Assessment for Divers

Assessment

DAN-SA provides applicants with guidance on how to meet the
requirements for this level. Depending on the level of in-house expertise,
a risk assessment led by DAN-SA or a self-assessment may be done by the
facility or the service provider. A standard reporting document is used and a
final, completed report is submitted to DAN-SA for approval.

Recognition

Service providers and facilities that meet this level of safety and its
requirements are recognised by DAN-SA as a Silver DSP.

DAN-SA Gold Diving Safety Partner

In addition to the DSP Silver requirements, the DSP Gold partners train
others to deal with emergency situations. Emergency exercises are carried
out on a planned or regular basis and there is an increased awareness of
safety.
The service provider should typically be able to:
– Deal with emergencies, including diving and non-diving emergencies,
and neuro-assessments
– Train others in emergency management of related injuries and
illnesses
– Continually log and maintain the competency of their staff members
– Use standardised safety systems (for example checklists)
Apart from the equipment and facilities available for the DSP Silver level,
the facility should have a training facility available. The facility should also
have an active, current status instructor available who can provide the
following DAN-SA or equivalent programmes:
– Oxygen First Aid for Scuba Diving Injuries
– Basic Life Support
– First Aid or First Aid for Hazardous Marine Life Injuries (if these injuries
can be caused in the region the provider operates in)
– On-Site Neurological Assessment for Divers
– Automatic External Defibrillators for Scuba Divers

Assessment

In addition, DAN-SA will help provide initial training to dive operations that
request it to help them meet the requirements. Depending on the degree
of in-house expertise and knowledge concerning diving safety, a selfassessment may be done by the facility or the service provider. A standard
reporting document is used and a final, completed report is submitted to
DAN-SA for consideration. Complimentary advice is readily available and
hands-on assistance with training, emergency plan preparation, etc. is
available at cost to recreational dive resorts, charter boats, live-aboard
vessel operations and retail and training outlets on a staff-availability basis.
For information, contact DAN-SA at 0860 242 242 (toll free in South Africa)
or +27 11 266 4900 (internationally).

Recognition

Service providers and facilities that are committed to this level of safety
and meet the minimum requirements will be recognised by DAN-SA as a
Gold DSP.

DAN-SA Platinum Diving Safety Partner (HIRA level)

This level of recognition is provided only to a limited number of facilities
that show an exceptional commitment to diving safety. The service
provider will typically:
– Be previously recognised as a Gold DSP and have maintained a good
safety track-record, with clear and traceable records;
– Have logs available which reflect all incidents and near-misses,
including denominator data (the number of persons trained, number
of persons taken on dives, number of boat launches, etc.), provide
an analysis of this data on a continuous basis and show a clear

–

commitment to improving safety. This is typical of an organisation that
has an effective, recognised quality assurance programme in place; and
Have an active instructor trainer on site offering all the DAN-SA (or
equivalent) training courses, in addition to the facilities and equipment
required for the Gold DSP level.

Assessment

In order to assist these facilities in their quality assurance programme,
DAN-SA will make a risk assessment expert available to these facilities.
The expert will assist the facility in the risk assessment process in a more
structured and formal manner. A final report is then forwarded by DANSA to the facility, which can be used for reference and advice on further
improvements of their safety practices. Specific critical control points
will be identified, with specific suggestions on how these risks could be
controlled in practice, how these may be monitored and what appropriate
safety targets could be set.

Recognition

Service providers and facilities that are committed to this level of safety
will be recognised by DAN-SA as a Platinum DSP. Details of these safety
partners will be published by DAN-SA in the Alert Diver magazine as
additional advertisement for these operators that have shown their total
commitment to diving safety!

DAN-SA Diving Safety Partner
participant application
Programme requirements

To become a DAN-SA DSP participant, your dive operation must
demonstrate staff emergency preparedness and meet planning, equipment
and procedures requirements. The Participation Application Form will guide
you in making sure your operation meets these requirements.

Staff emergency preparedness minimum requirements
Staff must have current certification in emergency management. The
current documentation of training from nationally- or internationallyrecognised training associations or agencies must be provided. The
following requirements will depend on the DSP level you are applying for:

Dive leaders’ required training

Dive leaders (including dive masters or equivalent, instructors and assistant
instructors) should be qualified, certified and current in the following
training, depending on the following DSP levels:
DSP Silver
– Oxygen First Aid for Scuba Diving Injuries
– Basic Life Support
– First Aid or First Aid for Hazardous Marine Life Injuries (if these injuries
can be caused in the region the provider operates in)
– On-Site Neurological Assessment for Divers
DSP Gold
– Oxygen First Aid for Scuba Diving Injuries
– Basic Life Support
– First Aid or First Aid for Hazardous Marine Life Injuries (if these injuries
can be caused in the region the provider operates in)
– On-Site Neurological Assessment for Divers
– Automatic External Defibrillators for Scuba Diving
Note: Rescue Diver Training is considered part of dive leader certification
and is required.

“

DAN-SA will help provide initial
training to dive operations that
request it to help them meet the
requirements.

Dive operation controllers and skippers’ required training

Dive operation controllers and skippers must be certified and current in:
– CPR
– Basic First Aid
– Oxygen First Aid (DAN-SA or equivalent)

Planning, equipment and procedures requirements

All operations must have a functional emergency plan, with appropriate
equipment and emergency procedures. Land-based resorts should develop
a working relationship with local emergency medical services (EMS),
such as ambulance services and rescue squads, for safe and efficient
management of diving emergencies.

Emergency Assistance Plan

The EAP should have the following:
– A standardised format
– EMS components indicated
– An action plan
– Emergency contact numbers for DAN-SA, EMS, and medical and
emergency personnel

Diving Injury and Lost Diver Prevention Plan

The pre-dive orientation and briefing should include the following:
– Responsible diver orientation
– Safe diving practices
– Lost diver procedures
– Diver recall
The post-dive activity should include the following:
– Post-dive roll call
– Debriefing
– Lost diver management plan

Diving Safety Partners FAQs
What does it cost to participate in this programme?

Your first step is to read this guide carefully. If you are a DAN-SA Industry
Partner, it will not cost you a cent. Non-DAN-SA Industry Partners pay a
once-only administrative fee of R350.

Which resorts, live-aboards and charter boats
are eligible?

Recreational resorts that provide accommodations and other hospitality
services proximate to recreational dive sites; recreational dive charter boat
operations that provide on-water transportation to and from dive sites via
a licensed, commercial vessel, including a hired crew as part of its regular
service; and recreational dive live-aboard vessel operations that provide
on-water transportation to and from dive sites via a licensed, commercial
vessel designed for overnight accommodations, including a hired crew as
part of its regular service, are all eligible.

What are the programme’s eligibility requirements?

Your staff must be familiar with your EAP and your Diving Injury and Lost
Diver Prevention Plan. You must follow safe diving practices and therefore
advise divers to perform safety stops during their briefing and advise them
on the lost diver procedures and diver recall procedures. You must also
have readily-available, appropriate emergency medical oxygen and a first
aid kit on every dive boat.

What if my resort, live-aboard or charter boat does not
achieve the required levels of preparedness?
DAN-SA can offer assistance to help you achieve DAN-SA DSP recognition if
you do not meet the requirements.

Emergency equipment

I would like DAN-SA to visit my resort to help train my
staff and develop a proper EAP. Is this possible?

Application requirements

Given that every resort and charter boat can qualify
as a Diving Safety Partner participant, what is the
advantage of being a DAN-SA Industry Partner?

Emergency medical oxygen must always be readily available and is
required on every boat. Emergency oxygen supply should be adequate to
ensure delivery to at least two breathing or non-breathing injured divers
simultaneously until the local EMS arrives. A first aid kit (appropriate for
potential injuries in the specific locale) should also be available.
Applicants should provide copies of the following:
– EAP
•
Your EAP should include the type of EMS available to you; your
Emergency Action Plan and emergency contact numbers.
– Pre-dive orientation and briefing
•
This should include directions for responsible diving.
– Post-dive activity
•
This should include a reliable means of accounting for all divers.
•
The DAN Diver Identification System could be one of them.
– Emergency equipment
•
Emergency oxygen supply should be adequate to ensure delivery
to at least two breathing or non-breathing injured divers
simultaneously until the local EMS arrives.
•
First aid kit appropriate for potential injuries in the specific diving
location should be available.

“

DAN-SA relies on the integrity of
the participating DSPs to ensure
that the documentation they
provide reflects the actual status
of their facilities.

DAN-SA will help provide initial training, on request, to help you meet the
requirements. Complimentary advice is also readily available and hands-on
assistance is available at cost on a staff-availability basis.

As a DAN-SA Industry Partner who is also a DAN-SA DSP, you will receive
added promotion of your business.
The DAN-SA DSP participants will be recognised as such in the DAN-SA
Industry Partner listing in each issue of the DAN-SA newsletter and on
DAN-SA’s website (www.dansa.org). In addition, your business will be
mentioned by name in media advertising. You will also receive all the
regular DAN-SA Industry Partner benefits. Again, as a DAN-SA Industry
Partner, the R350 DSP administrative fee is waived!

How do I apply to become a DAN-SA Diving Safety
Partner?

You can either send your application form, participant agreement (with the
R350 administrative fee if applicable), EAP and Diving Injury and Lost Diver
Prevention Plan via post, email or fax to DAN-SA or you can fill in the online
application form at www.dansa.org

How will DAN-SA verify that applicants achieve
the DSP levels of preparedness and enforce the
programme?

DAN-SA relies on the integrity of the participating DSPs to ensure that the
documentation they provide reflects the actual status of their facilities.
DAN-SA will follow up any complaints or reports of non-compliance by
diving operations through a quality assurance programme.
All relevant documentation should also be available upon request and DANSA may perform impromptu visits by DAN-SA staff to verify the authenticity
of their records. Dive operators should also realise that they may face a risk
of liability if they wrongly promote their business as a DAN-SA DSP.

Participation Application Form Diving Safety Partner
Participation Agreement
To apply for the DAN-SA DSP programme, please complete the following
form and return to DAN-SA via mail@dansa.org Keep a copy of all
paperwork for your records.

The following must accompany your application:
–
R350 administrative fee (DAN Industry Partners do not pay this fee)
–
Participation Agreement
–
Emergency Assistance Plan
–
Diving Injury and Lost Diver Prevention Plan
–
Staff emergency preparedness proof

Please initial each point to which you agree, next to the point.
1. I attest that I am a principal or agent of the business
							        (name of business)
(“Business”), which is engaged in the operation of recreational diving
and whose headquarters is located at the following address
(address of business) in the state/province of			
(state
(province) in the country of 			
(country) and
that I have legal capacity and authorisation to enter into a binding,
lawful agreement on behalf of the Business.

For which DAN-SA DSP programme is being applied? (mark with an X):
DSP Silver:                   DSP Gold: 		  DSP Platinum:
Name of company:
Contact person for enquiries:

(Initials)

2.

Street address:

City:						Code:

(Initials)

3.

Province:		   	      Country:
Telephone:			               Fax:
Email address:

4.

If so, DAN-SA membership number:

DAN programme fees and payment details

If you are not already a DAN-SA Industry Partner, please provide payment of
R350 or see the Industry Partner application and join today!

DAN-SA banking details for transfers
Divers Alert Network
Bank: Nedbank
Branch: Braamfontein
Branch code: 195005
Account number: 1950508714
Type: Cheque

Please email the proof of payment, together with your application form and
other required documentation, to mail@dansa.org

Details for payment by credit card

5.

6.

7.

Card number:

Please deduct the amount of R350 from my credit card.

Details for payment by cheque
Cheques can be made payable to DAN-SA.

I agree that while participating in the DAN-SA DSP programme, the
Business may use the statement: “[Business] meets all minimum
requirements of the DAN-SA DSP programme” in its advertising and
promotional materials.
(Initials)

CCV (last three digits on back of card):

Date:

I understand that the DAN-SA DSP programme acknowledges
adherence to recognised dive operation safety guidelines as described
in this basic guide to DAN-SA Diving Safety Partners which do not
supersede federal, state, provincial or local laws governing dive resort
or vessel operations, procedures or equipment.
(Initials)

Type of card (e.g. Visa):

Authorised signature:

I agree that, if at any time the Business can no longer meet the
requirements described in this basic guide to DAN-SA Diving Safety
Partners, the Business will notify DAN-SA within seven (7) business
days and cease promoting itself as a DAN-SA DSP participant and will
no longer be entitled to any benefits of the DAN-SA DSP programme,
as described in this basic guide to DAN-SA Diving Safety Partners.
Furthermore, DAN-SA reserves the right to visit participant operations
randomly to ensure programme compliance.
(Initials)

Name on card:

Expiry date:

I agree that in addition to meeting the programme requirements, I am
required to pay a non-refundable R350 annual administrative fee to
become a participant in the DAN-SA DSP programme. Furthermore, I
understand that, as consideration for participation in the programme,
the Business is entitled to the benefits as described in this basic guide
to DAN-SA Diving Safety Partners. This fee is waived for current DANSA Industry Partners.
(Initials)

Website address:
Is the company a DAN Industry Partner?:    Yes                   No

I attest that the recreational dive facility operated by the Business
satisfies all requirements described in this basic guide to DAN-SA
Diving Safety Partners.

I agree that the Business will make no further inferences, affirmations
or warranties of its operational safety beyond the statement in
Paragraph 6, as it specifically relates to the Business’s participation in
the DAN-SA DSP programme.
(Initials)

8.

I agree that the Business will indemnify and hold harmless DAN-SA
and International DAN, its holdings, directors, officers and employees
for any loss, liability or penalty which might result from any third-party
claims resulting from:
a. Personal injury or damage to property incurred at the Business’
resort(s) or aboard the Business’ vessel(s), whether caused
intentionally or negligently;

DAN-SA Diving Safety Partner
Participation Agreement
(continued)
b.
c.

Failure of the Business’ employees or agents to comply with
applicable state or federal dive operation or vessel rules or
regulations; and/or
Claims of action against the Business for fraud, misrepresentation
and/or unfair or deceptive trade practices stemming from implied
or express warranties of the safety, comfort, performance or
features of the Business’ resort or dive operations and/or the
qualifications and training of the Business’ employees and agents.

11. I agree that the failure of any party to exercise any rights under this
agreement shall not be deemed a waiver of such right or any other
rights.
(Initials)

12. I agree that this agreement will expire one year from execution and
can be cancelled by either party within 30 days of written notification.
(Initials)

(Initials)

9.

I agree that this agreement shall require my adherence to all
applicable international laws and national laws governing recreational
dive operations.
(Initials)

I have read and understand the terms and conditions of participation
in the Diving Safety Partner Participation Agreement and Statement of
Understanding and agree to all conditions that I have initialled.

Name:							Title:

10. I agree that this agreement cannot be amended except by written
agreement signed by the authorised agents of both parties hereto.

Signature:
Date:

(Initials)

Membership enquiries
Tel: 0860 242 242 (SA) / +27 11 266 4900 (int)
Fax: 0861 FAX DAN (329 326)
Email: info@dansa.org
Twitter: @divesafety
Facebook: DAN Southern Africa
Web: www.dansa.org

Tel: 0860 242 242 (SA) or +27 11 266 4900 (int) | Fax: 0861 FAX DAN (329 326) | Email: info@dansa.org

Submit
Now!

Application Requirements and
Additional Resources
Emergency Assistance Plan
Explanation

An EAP is a prerequisite for participation in DAN-SA’s DSP programme. The following
information will help you understand the importance of this plan and provide
guidance on how to create an effective EAP for your dive operation.
Recreational dive operators must be prepared to manage the numerous potential
hazards, both inherent (e.g. decompression illness) and incidental (e.g. sprains and
cuts), to scuba diving. An effective EAP helps dive supervisors manage an emergency
scene; delegate duties to staff, bystanders and guests; make proper first aid
decisions; and summon appropriate assistance under often stressful circumstances.
As part of your DAN-SA DSP application materials, the accompanying EAP Worksheet
will help you prepare an effective plan that conforms to an effective format which
has been used successfully by recreational and scientific dive leaders.
Please note: You are required to submit your operation and/or vessel’s EAP to DANSA for review and approval as part of your DSP application. A separate EAP must be
submitted for each resort location and individual vessel.
As part of your continued eligibility for participation in the DAN-SA DSP programme,
your staff must be familiar with the EAP; each must have signed the EAP and the
EAP should be prominently posted for all employees and guests to access in an
emergency.
The EAP Worksheet on the following pages was designed to allow the DSP
participating resorts, live-aboards or dive charter vessels to include information
specific and unique to their location and dive sites.
The DSP EAP Worksheet prompts you to include:
– Initial contact information
•
You should have information for initial notification of the person
responsible for managing an emergency. This information should be
immediately available. This person should be a person or facility (such as
an office reception or a registration desk) that is available 24 hours a day
and who can provide assistance at the scene and direct initial assistance
efforts.
– Emergency medical assistance contacts
•
This information includes any local emergency medical assistance
(ambulance or rescue squad) or group who can respond to the accident
location and provide either advanced life support or transport to a medical
facility.
•
Also to be included is contact information for local medical facilities or
medical personnel capable of managing the medical aspects of injuries or
emergencies. Directions to the local medical facility (along with maps) may
also be included if the transport must be done by individuals unfamiliar
with the local area.
– Emergency first aid procedures
•
This information is general in nature and is included to provide reminders
and not instructions on how to manage the most common emergencies.

–

–

–

Diving medical information resources
•
The organisations listed here provide information or assistance in
managing injuries unique to scuba diving. Other information should be
listed which would facilitate contact with local experts in diving medicine
(i.e., DES or DAN-SA, DAN Southern Asia-Pacific, DAN Europe or DAN Japan).
The DAN-SA hotline number is listed to provide direct assistance in case
of emergency medical evacuation for DAN-SA members. Non-DAN-SA
members can call this number for assistance, but costs for any services
would be the responsibility of the caller or injured person.
Recompression chamber information
•
DAN-SA does not give out chamber information. Call DAN-SA in an
emergency and DAN-SA will act as the liaison in the diving emergency.
Injured divers should only be taken to a local chamber when it has been
verified that the diver is actually in need of recompression (i.e. suffering
from decompression illness); the chamber is properly staffed and fully
operational; and ready to accept the injured diver.
Injury information form (optional)
•
When a diving injury occurs, you need to have the most complete
information possible available for the attending physicians and emergency
medical personnel, including the diver’s name, address, a description of
the injury, significant medical history and dive profiles. DAN-SA provides
an Injury Information Form you can copy and use as needed when working
with diving injuries. This form is optional and need not be part of the DSP
application process. However, DAN-SA does recommend its use.

Remember, an EAP is only of value if guests and employees know where to find
the information and are well-versed in its use. The EAP must be included in the
initial guest (or client) orientation and must be posted prominently so that if an
emergency were to occur, the EAP would be accessed easily.

How to make your Emergency Assistance Plan?

The DSP guide and webpages already contain information concerning the
importance of an EAP and the content that should be a part of this EAP.
Since an EAP must be personalised for your centre, it is not possible to have a
default plan to use. However, we have made an example available to you that can be
used as the bases for your own EAP.
The EAP should be transparent and representative for your dive operation. This
might mean that some parts of the example we provided are not applicable in your
situation, while other things might be missing.
– For example, if you do not have a dive boat, the EAP will not need to have
information regarding boat diving. If you do shore diving only then you will
need to replace the dive boat information with shore diving information. If
you offer both, then the EAP must contain the rules and guidelines for both
situations.
– Also, for example, if you operate with two or more different boats, some
procedures might be different from boat to boat. The EAP should include all
information for all boats in this case.
The following pages on the staff emergency preparedness requirements, emergency
safety equipment preparedness, emergency first aid procedures, injury and lost
diver prevention and checklists will also be helpful when making your EAP. The
information and checklists on these pages can be used to check if your EAP includes
all the necessary information.
It is important that your EAP is written clearly and is known by all your staff
members. It also is a document that is to be updated constantly.
Feel free to contact DAN-SA at mail@dansa.org for any questions regarding your
EAP.

Staff emergency
preparedness requirements
Applicants must be able to attest that they currently meet and will maintain a high
degree of preparedness to be eligible for participation. The DSP must provide copies
of C-cards or other proof of training if the staff is not certified by DAN.

Staff emergency preparedness

If applying for DAN-SA Silver DSP, staff to be trained in:
– Basic Life Support
– General First Aid
– Oxygen First Aid
– On-Site Neurological Assessment
– Hazardous Marine Life Injuries (if applicable)
If applying for DAN-SA Gold DSP, DAN-SA Instructor(s) or equivalent should be
available for the following courses:
– Basic Life Support
– General First Aid
– Oxygen First Aid
– On-Site Neurological Assessment
– Hazardous Marine Life Injuries (if applicable)
– Automated External Defibrillation
If applying for DAN-SA Platinum DSP, an active instructor trainer should be available
on site offering all DAN-SA (or equivalent) training courses.

Emergency Assistance Plan in place
–
–
–

Including Injury & Lost Diver Prevention Plan
All staff members have verified their familiarity with both plans
Staff knows where to find the information

Staff emergency preparedness self-assessment form
Diving

Dive professional’s name:
Agency:
Certification level:
Certification date:
Certification valid until:

Basic Life Support training
Agency:
Certification level:
C-card number:
Instructor Trainer, Trainer or Provider:
Certification date:
Certification valid until:

First aid training
Agency:
Certification level:
C-card number:
Instructor Trainer, Trainer or Provider:
Certification date:
Certification valid until:

Staff emergency preparedness self-assessment form
(continued)
Oxygen first aid training

Agency:
Certification level:
C-card number:
Instructor Trainer, Trainer or Provider:
Certification date:
Certification valid until:

On-site neurological assessment training
Agency:
Certification level:
C-card number:
Instructor Trainer, Trainer or Provider:
Certification date:
Certification valid until:

Hazardous marine life injuries training

Obligatory if such injuries can be caused in the service provider’s region.
Agency:
Certification level:
C-card number:
Instructor Trainer, Trainer or Provider:
Certification date:
Certification valid until:

Automated external defibrillation training

Not obligatory for Silver DSPs. Instructor level obligatory for at least one staff
member for Gold DSPs.
Agency:
Certification level:
C-card number:
Instructor Trainer, Trainer or Provider:
Certification date:
Certification valid until:

Emergency safety
equipment preparedness
Appropriate emergency medical oxygen units must always be readily available
and is required on every boat and land-based operational facility. These must be
adequate to ensure delivery to at least two breathing or non-breathing injured
divers simultaneously until local EMS arrives. This includes travel time from the
farthest dive site.
The oxygen unit must have:
– Appropriate regulators
– Appropriate masks
•
Demand valve and Trufit mask
•
Non re-breather
•
Oronasal resuscitation mask
•
BVM if trained for its use
•
Appropriate hoses
There must be first aid kits for emergency medical assistance on every boat and at
land-based operational facilities which is appropriate for potential injuries in the
specific location. There should be radios on every boat and a base location, cell
phones on each boat and they should be able to reach the base of operations at a
minimum.

Emergency equipment checklist could be of use
1.

2.

3.

First aid kits for emergency medical assistance
Appropriate for specific location
On every boat
At the land-based operational facility
Oxygen
Appropriate quantity and volume for location
VIP in the last 12 months
Hydro test within the last five years
Appropriate regulators for the cylinders in use
Appropriate regulators for the cylinders in use
Appropriate masks for the regulators in use
Demand valve and Trufit mask
Non re-breather mask
Oronasal resuscitation mask
BVM if trained for its use
Appropriate hoses for the masks in use
On every vessel
At land-based operational facility
Communications
– Radios
On each diving vessel
At the base location
– Cell phones
On each diving vessel – should be able to reach base of operations at
a minimum
At the base location

Emergency Assistance
Plan Worksheet
Updated:

Initial contact information
In an emergency please notify:

Emergency medical assistance
Rescue Squad:
EMS:
Ambulance Services:
Nearest medical facility directions*:
Telephone:
* See the attached maps

Diving medical consultation information

NOTE: The organisations listed below will provide detailed emergency medical
consultation for medical problems unique to diving.

Emergencies
DAN-SA
0800 020 111 (toll free inside South Africa)
+27(0)82 10 60 10 (internationally)
DAN EUROPE
+39 039 605 7858
DAN-USA
+1 919 684 8111
+1 919 684 4326
DAN S.E.A.P
1 800 088 200 (inside Australia)
+61 8 8212 9242 (outside Australia)

Emergency first aid
procedures
Keep a copy of this information on hand to refer to at all times.

Emergency first aid for injured divers
1.
2.
3.

Assess the airway, breathing and circulation of the diver
Place the diver in left lateral (recovery) position and keep warm
Provide 100% oxygen
– For breathing patients, use the demand valve or the non-rebreather mask
@15lpm
– For non-breathing patients, administer artificial respiration using a pocket
mask @15lpm
4. Call DAN-SA at 0800 020111 (toll free from South Africa) or +27(0)82 10 60 10
(internationally)
5. Check consciousness, memory, muscle strength, skin sensation, balance and coordination
6. Give conscious divers non-alcoholic, non-caffeinated liquids
7. If trained, give 1 000 mℓ saline or Ringers lactate over 60 minutes
8. Record all data:
– Diver’s name, ID and DAN membership number (if applicable)
– Location of the emergency
– Events leading to the diving emergency
– Signs and symptoms plus onset times
– Treatment given
– Dive profiles
9. Keep the diver’s gear intact; turn air off and send the gear with the diver
10. Ensure no other divers are missing or injured.

Injury information form
Note: The injury information form is optional, but it is highly recommended in the
reporting of diving injuries to DAN-SA and medical and emergency personnel.
This form and all other appropriate information could be sent with the evacuation
personnel in the event of a diving injury.

Attention: Physicians and Emergency
Medical Personnel

The individual identified on this form has been involved in scuba diving activities
and may be suffering from a pressure-related injury resulting from decompression
sickness or lung overexpansion.
DAN-SA can assist you in patient evaluation and treatment. You can contact DANSA 24 hours a day at 0800 020 111 (toll free in South Africa) or at +27 82 106 010
(international) where a physician experienced in the treatment of diving injuries is
available for consultation.

Diver’s details
Diver’s name:
Diver’s age:
Address:
							Postal code:
Contact person:
Telephone:
Current complaint:
Significant medical history (medications, allergies, previous injuries, etc.):

Dive details
Dive

Dive profile
(safety stop or
decompression)

Depth

Time

S.I.

NDL-X*

Dive #1
Dive #2
Dive #3
Dive #4
Dive #5

* NDL-X is “no decompression limit exceeded” (marked as yes or no) and is an
indication of whether decompression stops were required or not.
Exit water time:
Breathing gas (mark with an X):   Air
Nitrox 	       Mixed gas
Below, please describe any significant events or complaints with the dives that may
have occurred previous to the injury. Be as specific as possible.

Injury and Lost Diver
Prevention Plan
The following should be included in the Injury and Lost Diver Prevention Plan:
– Signalling devices
•
All divers should be encouraged to have their own appropriate diver
signalling devices or dive operations should issue these to manage lost
diver emergencies.
– Buddy system
•
All briefings must focus on emphasising and improving the function of the
buddy system. Violations of the buddy system should not be tolerated and
should be minimised.
– Immediate communication
•
All missing buddy situations must be reported to the dive leader
immediately, followed by a prompt response by the dive leader to confirm
whether or not the missing diver has been located and is on the dive boat,
shore or neither.
– Prompt action
•
Failure to account for any missing person should immediately prompt
a formal search which should include aborting the dive; using all local
resources to locate the missing diver; and, within a period no greater than
20 minutes, dispatching local rescue services. As emergency and search
and rescue services require time to respond, they should be notified
as early as possible. In general it is better to cancel a call than to alert
emergency services when it is too late to respond effectively. Importantly,
if the diver(s) is found immediately, call off the search or dispatch.
– Costs
•
Costs for search and rescue operations, with the exception of the National
Sea Rescue Institute (NSRI) (which is funded by donations, but also have
limited resources) are not currently funded by any statutory mechanism
or DAN.

Emergency Assistance Plan
checklist
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
–

–

–

Contacts
Initial contacts
Emergency medical contacts
Staff preparedness
Form for each staff member
EAP known and signed by all staff members
EAP easily accessible to staff and guests
Emergency equipment
Emergency equipment checklist in use and up to date
Emergency equipment clearly visible and can be deployed easily
Procedures in place to check content and functionality of emergency
equipment before every dive
Oxygen units
First aid kits
Communications
Rescue materials
Automated external defibrillator (if applicable)
Injury and Lost Diver Prevention Plan
Emergency first aid procedures
Injury information form (dive accident information slate – neurological
assessment slate)
Lost diver prevention plan
Lost diver procedures
Dive operations
Orientation and briefings
Dive safety guidelines
Dive briefing guidelines
Headcount procedures
Missing or lost diver protocol and prevention
Lost diver prevention
Diver recall
Post-dive activity
Post-dive safety guidelines
Headcount procedure
Lost diver management plan or procedures
Staff specific and general operations
Dive boat safety guidelines
Emergency radio communication guidelines
Safety regulation requirements
General safety information (and checklists)

Standardised safety systems,
checklists and logs
Appropriate supporting documentation identifying continuous, on-going tracking and
verification of the following activities:
1. Dive operations
– Compressor maintenance
Oil changes
Filter changes
Air tests
2. Scuba cylinders
VIP
Hydro testing
3. Scuba equipment maintenance (if applicable)
BCDs
Regulators
Masks
4. Safety equipment verification (vessel[s] and base)
First aid kits
Oxygen
Automated external defibrillator
5. Pre-dive activity
Vessel orientation and briefing
Diver and dive orientation
Entry or exit procedures
Equalising
Depth or time of dive
Safety stop procedures
Map presentation of dive site
Lost diver procedures
Diver recall systems and processes
6. Post-dive activity
Post-dive roll call
Notation of depth, in or out of water and total dive time for every diver
Debriefing

Standardised safety systems,
checklists and logs (continued)
7.
–

–

–

–
–

Base operations
Building maintenance and upkeep
Interior
Exterior
Vehicles
Fluid changes
Documentation
Licensing
Insurance
DOT certifications (if and where applicable)
Communication (vessel[s] and base)
Radio(s)
Cell phone(s)
Landline
Internet access
Training materials (medical, diving, operations, general, human resources)
Current versions
Training logs
First aid certifications and expiry dates
Particular licenses (skipper or diver license)
Internal emergency training

